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Get your fuel cash back paid out in Discovery Miles 
- our rewards currency that’s more valuable than cash.

NEED TO KNOW

Vitality Drive clients who have opted to receive fuel cash back and are also Discovery Bank clients, or when they open  
a Discovery Bank account, will automatically be opted in to receive their fuel cash back in Discovery Miles. 

You will still be able to call our call centre on 0860 751 751 or use our app to opt out and choose to rather receive your fuel 
cash back as cash or deposited into your Insure Funder Account. 

Vitality Drive clients who have opted to receive fuel cash back and are not Discovery Bank clients will continue to receive their 
fuel cash back. 

You can opt to receive your fuel cash back in Discovery Miles by opening a free Discovery account or Discovery Bank account. 
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Vitality Drive clients who have a Discovery Bank account 
will automatically be opted in to get their fuel cash back 
paid out in Discovery Miles, making this the best way of 
getting the most Discovery Miles in a single transaction.

You can earn up to D15,000 with Vitality Drive plus an 
additional D2,000 with Vitality Money when paying for 
your fuel with a Discovery Bank credit card.

Some of our partners in the 
Discovery Miles network:

HOW TO SPEND DISCOVERY MILES
Save up to 15% when you spend Discovery Miles in the Vitality Mall,  
at our online and in-store partners, or on prepaid products and services. 
Plus get up to 30% off on Miles D-Day.
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